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The Three Steps

List Your Intentions

Take out a journal and a pen and stream all
of your health and wellness intentions. 

 Some folks call them goals and intentions
feels so much better.  Just let the pen flow
on the paper until they are all out. Then list

them on the chart.
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The Three Steps

List your Downfalls

Take out a journal and a pen and stream all
of the things that steer you away from your
health and wellness intentions.  I call them
your downfalls. Just let the pen flow on the
paper until they are all out. Then list them

on the chart.
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The Three Steps

Create Your WHY?

In your journal start writing everything that
comes to mind as to WHY you want to have

a life that is full of healthy, wellness,
vibrancy, joy, ect....  Keep writing and keep

asking yourself why you want that and so on
until you get to the core of your onion.  The

true reason why you want to be healthy,
vibrant and free.

Add your why to the top right of the tipping
point.
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The Tipping Point
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The Tipping Point
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Your Why

When you don't have a deep
WHY of wanting a healthy life
then your downfalls will pull

you down each time.
When you have a strong WHY

that you want to live full of
health, then you will always

look up towards your why and
have no choice but to tip

towards your intentions which
will become reality.  

There is no looking at the
downfalls when full

concentration is on your why. 
Keep looking up to your why
and you will have a life full of
healthy, vibrancy, and joy as

you are meant to have.
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